LaTeX Tutorial with Overleaf

Pre Workshop Instructions

Before attending the workshop on July 8, there are some recommended tasks:
1. Fill out a quick 3-minute survey: [https://forms.gle/rrN2imyk5yZZEX8z5](https://forms.gle/rrN2imyk5yZZEX8z5)
2. Create an overleaf account at: [https://www.overleaf.com/](https://www.overleaf.com/)
3. Bring a manuscript formatted in .docx or .txt that you wish to typeset in LaTeX

Creating an Overleaf account
1. Visit [https://www.overleaf.com/](https://www.overleaf.com/)
2. Make sure to fill out email and password, then click register.

3. You will be directed to a page looking like this:
4. Check your email and click ‘confirm email’ this step is important to get your account activated and ready to LaTeX

5. Once you have completed those steps you can explore the Overleaf Library 😊

6. If you wish to get a head start, you can add to your Project Library the template for Language Science Press here.